A Year in Review
Throughout the year we’ve kept you informed about many issues on
the course. It’s interesting to look back at the newsletters and see a recurring theme—maintenance! In the 1 year, 8 months EMT has been
managing Salmon Run we’ve kept maintenance at the forefront of our
goals. Gary has been to seminars on pest management and best practice fertilizing as well as studying manuals and magazines, plus he’s
tapped into our neighboring course superintendent knowledge (Thanks
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Bandon Crossings Brandt!) and asked a lot of questions. We even had a
golfer from Eastern Oregon who ran a course for many years give us our
“yellow rope” solution to the elk problem on the greens. We aren’t exactly where we want to be on
course condition but we are making progress. Many of you have commented and we appreciate the

kudos.
In the meantime, we’ve also endured many changes inside the clubhouse. Word has spread about the
fabulous venue for nuptials and we have 7 weddings on the docket for 2018. WOW! Plus we have tournaments, Youth On Course, and a couple other events already planned. Our food service (Fairway Café) is
steady with breakfast, lunch, grab-n-go foods—as long as a cook is here the grill is on and we’re ready to
serve you good, homemade food. We’ve also upgraded some of the furniture inside the clubhouse making for a welcoming, homey feel. We’ll add a few more touches during this first month of the new year
too.
People have come and gone throughout the year—some

long time members, some long time employees—we’ll certainly miss them all. We know life has many changes and the
golf business is no different we’re finding. Our partnership with
the City of Brookings has undergone a few, positive, changes
providing some stability during our tenure.
We say this each month, but it comes from the bottom of
our hearts, when we say thank you to everyone for their ongoing support. As many of you know, this has certainly been
a labor of love with much support from old friends as well as
new ones! We wish for 2018 to be prosperous for all of us

without any natural disasters!
~Gary & Val
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